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Cancer is one disease with a high risk of death by a ratio of any 11 minutes there are the patient dies. A cancer patient is not only dominated by adult’s course, but also attack children. Characteristic of a child cancer survivor with an adult with cancer are mature enough relevant, having the difference where if viewed from the aspect of psychology, that cancer patient on child covers psychology two parties, that are intertwined, are the children and their parents. More of the need for medical facilities are needed, that accommodated specifically a cancer patient and his parents, that not only accommodate patients medically, but also the children’s psychological as victims, as well as his parents.

Children's Oncology hospital Surabaya aims to provide a Healing Environment, where hospitals are designed by the children and th parent's characteristics and psychology consideration. Healing Colour use solving material, and an atmosphere of intimate spaces with children, as a form of psychological healing that resulted in physical healing.
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